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Abstract. Forty-one bird species were found in the lower mountain forest zone on the 
northern slope of Babia Góra in the spring-summer seasons of 1987-1989. In these 
successive years 16,22 and 19 species (25 species at all) were breeding in a 12-hectare 
sample plot set up in a beech wood belonging to the Fagetum carpaticum associacion 
and the density reached in these years was respectively 54.6, 75.8 and 67.5 pairs/10 ha. 
Fringilla coelebs, Erithacus rubecula and Sylvia atricapilla were dominant species in all 
those years and, besides, Certhia familiaris and Phylloscopus collybita in 1987 and 
Prunella modularis and Parus ater in 1988.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last tens of years the Polish avian fauna has been undergoing continuous 
changes (TOM IAŁOJĆ 1990). Hence arises the necessity to undertake detailed faunistic and 
quantitative investigaions. So far quantitative studies of birds of mountain biotopes in 
Poland have been carried out in the Karkonosze Mts (DYRCZ 1974), Gorce (KOZŁOW SKI 
1974; GŁO W A CIŃ SK I1990), Bieszczady (ClCHOŃ &  ZAJĄC 1991), on Mt Polica (ŚLIZOW - 
S K I1991) and in the Tatras (GŁOWACIŃSKI &  PROFUS in press).

Babia Góra is a mountain massif next to the Tatra Mts in altitude in the Polish part of 
the Carpathians. Natural plant communities are well preserved here. Most of them go to 
the making of the vegetation of the Babia Góra National Park, which has been entered on 
the world list of biosphere reserves.

The m ost com plete studies o f  the bird fauna o f Polish and Slovakian parts o f Mt Babia 
Góra were published by now by BOCHEŃSKI (1970) and STOLLMANN and KOCIAN (1965). 
They do not contain, however, comparable quantitative data. The other papers are more 
fragmentary or even popular (FERENS 1950,1963; RIABININ 1962; WOŁK 1978; KARAS
KA 1989).
































